Thursday 12th June  
Amphi Gustave Roussy

Chair: Jean CHAMBAZ

9.30 – 10.00  Registration/coffee
10.00 – 10.30  Opening session
  ▪ Pr Jean-Charles POMEROL, president of UPMC
  ▪ Pr Stavros ZENIOS, president of UNICA
10.30 – 12.30  General Introduction
  ▪ Chair: Pr Jean-Charles POMEROL and Pr Stavros ZENIOS
  ▪ The point of view of enterprise by ADOC
  ▪ The point of view of university by Mary RITTER, Imperial College London

12.30 – 13.30  Lunch
13.30 – 15.30  Parallel sessions 1

Session A: How to develop generic skills: Developing awareness of skills
  ▪ Chair: Paule BIAUDET, Head of House of doctoral training -UPMC
  ▪ Rapporteur: Melita KOVACEVIC, University of Zagreb
  Case study 1: “Knowledge Economy Skills Scholarships (KESS)”, Bryn JONES, Bangor University
  Case study 2: “Vrije Universiteit Brussel”, Gunter LAUWERS & Mark RUNACRES, Vrije Universiteit Brussel/HES

Session B: How to develop enterprise-university partnership: Doctorate in entreprise
  ▪ Chair: Clarisse ANGELIER, ANRT, French National Association for Research and Technology
  ▪ Rapporteur: Lucas ZINNER, University of Vienna
  Case study 1: “Experience and Future of Industrial Placement of Doctoral Students”, John MURPHY, School of Computer Science and Informatics
  Case study 2: “Elements for successful partnership between enterprise and university – Ericsson in Croatia case”, Darko HULJENIC, Head of e-health Unit Ericsson Nikola Tesla (ETK)

15.30 – 16.00  Coffee break
16.00 – 18.00  Parallel sessions 2

Session A: How to develop generic skills: Developing knowledge of enterprise
  ▪ Case study 1: “University Paris Dauphine”, Joël MONEGER, University Paris Dauphine
  ▪ Case study 2: “Swansea University- Industrial PhD”, Ceri JONES, Swansea University

Session B: How to develop enterprise-university partnership: Partnership in doctoral programs
  ▪ Case study 1:” Doctoral Consulting: a new possibility for collaborations between universities and enterprises toward a better recognition of doctors skills”, Sylvain COLLONGE, UPMC
  ▪ Case study 2: “Interdisciplinary Research Teams; Praxeology study”, Zuzanna KASPRZYK, University of Warsaw

18.30  Reception at Paris Townhall
  Jean-Louis Missika, City of Paris Deputy Major: Innovation, Research and Universities

19.00  Dinner at "Au chien qui fume"
  33, rue du Pont Neuf-75001 Paris
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9.00 – 10.00  Role of local authorities in strengthening doctoral training in universities

  Case study 1: "PhD's, universities and funding strategies", Klaus ZINOECKER, Deputy Director, Vienna Science and Technology Fund
  Case study 2: Christian SAUTTER, City of Paris Deputy Major: Employment and economic development

10.00 – 10.15  Coffee break

10.15 – 12.45  Developing employability of doctors

  Case study 1: “Future jobs are created where knowledge is created”, Göte NYMAN, University of Helsinki
  Case study 2: “The concept of employability once again. How to make employers and students meet”, Johan FALK, University of Stockholm

12.45-14.00  Lunch

14.00 – 16.00  Parallel sessions reports and general discussion

16.00- 16.30  Conclusions and perspectives

Saturday 14th June

Doctor’s Day at UPMC on Saturday 14th June

14.00-16.00  PhD Graduation Ceremony
16.00  Cocktail in the gardens
19.30  Gala Doc UP, UPMC PhD association.